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Blind Equalization and Identification of Nonlinear
and IIR Systems—A Least Squares Approach
Gil M. Raz and Barry D. Van Veen, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A deterministic approach to blind nonlinear channel
equalization and identification is presented. This approach applies
to nonlinear channels that can be approximately linearized by
either finite memory, finite-order Volterra filters, or by a finite
number of finite memory nonpolynomial nonlinearities. Both the
nonlinear equalizers and the linearized channels are identified.
This method also applies to blind identification of linear IIR
channels. General conditions for existence and uniqueness are
discussed, and numerical examples are given.
Index Terms—Blind deconvolution, communications channels,
equalization, IIR systems, least squares, linearization, nonlinear
systems, Volterra, .

I. INTRODUCTION

I

DENTIFICATION and equalization of nonlinear systems
are problems of practical interest in many cases where the
systems cannot be accurately modeled as linear. Blind linear
identification and equalization problems have been studied
by many researchers; however, relatively little work has been
done in the field of blind nonlinear system identification
and equalization. Blind approaches have been proposed for
restricted classes of nonlinearities such as linear-zero memory
nonlinearity-linear systems [7] or strict Volterra models of
nonlinearity [3]. The work in [3] describes a very elegant approach for finding linear FIR equalizers for nonlinear channels.
However, the results in [3] only apply to nonlinear channels
that can be exactly described by Volterra filters. Another class
of approaches are based on assuming a finite alphabet [11];
these suffer from ambiguity in the solution.
In this paper, we consider blind equalization of a very general class of nonlinear systems: those that can be approximately
linearized by finite order, finite memory Volterra filters. We
generalize the approach in [15] to show that under rather general conditions, it is possible to blindly determine th-order
linearizing equalizers and the linearized channels represented
by the cascade of the nonlinear channels and the equalizers.
We note that the equalizers derived here are not necessarily
the so-called th-order inverse equalizers [9]. Rather, they are
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th-order Volterra filters that provide the optimal equalization
in the least-squares sense. That is, the purpose of the equalizers
is to optimally compensate the nonlinear behavior of the channels. The th-order inverse approach eliminates the second —
through th-order components of that nonlinearity, which is a
result that does not necessarily reduce the overall nonlinear behavior of the channels.
As a special case, we apply this approach to blind identification of linear IIR channels. We also generalize the results to
design blind equalizers consisting of nonpolynomial forms of
nonlinearities. Use of nonpolynomial equalizers may offer improved performance and reduced computational complexity in
specific situations.
This paper is organized as follows. Sectionn II introduces
notation and develops the problem statement. The equations
needed for linearization and identification are derived in Section III. In Section IV, rudimentary conditions for identifiability
and linearizability are given. Orthogonal expansions and nonpolynomial expansions are discussed in Section V. Examples
illustrating the effectiveness of our approach are given in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Notation
Boldface lowercase and uppercase letters denote vectors and
denotes the transpomatrices, respectively. The symbol
sition operator, the symbol represents convolution, and the
symbol represents the Kronecker (tensor) product [6]. The
denotes a Toeplitz matrix with
columns
symbol
as follows:
constructed from the vector

..
.
..
.

..

.

(1)
..
.

The memory of the FIR filter with impulse response vector
is denoted by
. Hence, we may write the convolution
in vector form as
. The notation
denotes the polynomial
. Finally, a parenindicates the value belonging to the
thesized superscript
th channel.
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B. Diagonal Coordinate System
The Volterra filter [10] is used in this paper to implement a
nonlinear equalizer. In order to facilitate the use of linear algebraic methods, we express the Volterra filter output as a parallel combination of linear filters applied to nonlinear combinations of the input. We call this a diagonal coordinate system
(DCS) representation since the linear filter coefficients are obtained from the diagonals of the sampled hypercube defined by
the Volterra kernels.
be the input to a Volterra filter
of order
and
Let
is commonly written as
memory . The output sequence

(2)
are
Without loss of generality, the kernels
assumed to be symmetric under permutation of the variables
, and hence, (2) is rewritten as

(3)
possible
There are
for a given polynocombinations of the parameters
mial order [8]. We introduce the DCS change of coordinates
and
for
and the notation

Fig. 1.

Volterra filter in diagonal coordinate system.

C. Problem Statement
Assume that oversampling or a sensor array is used to genoutputs representing
nonlinear channels
,
erate
applied to an input
. Further, suppose the
following is true:
Assumption 2.1: For all channels represented by the oper,
, there are integers
such
ators
of maximum
that there exist th-order Volterra filters
whose cascade connection with
create
memory
. That is,
linear systems
has negligible nonlinear behavior.
The blind identification and equalization problem is stated as
follows: Given only the observations of the channel outputs, determine the Volterra filter equalizers and the linear channels that
result from the cascade connection of the channels with their re.
spective equalizers. Further, recover the input signals
III. IDENTIFICATION EQUATIONS
A. Identification of General Nonlinear Channels
The output of the overall channel
is expressed as

depicted in Fig. 2

(4)

(8)

(5)

is defined analogously to
where
(7).
We now proceed with a derivation resembling the one given
in [15]. Consider any two different channels and . Equation
(8) implies

where the superscript denotes a given combination of the
, and
. Throughout this paper, we use a
further simplification of this notation, using a single index
, where
, such that any in the
in
above range corresponds to a unique combination of
their proper ranges. Using this notation, we write the Volterra
filter output (3) in DCS format as
(6)

(9)
were known, then the
Note that if the linearizing filters
results from [15] could be directly applied to identify the lin. In the problem at hand,
earized channels represented by
but the vectors
we need to find not only the vectors
as well.
Write (8) in matrix form as

Thus, the Volterra filter output is given by a sum of linear filters
acting on the various th-order products of the input with itself
as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Note that we may rewrite (6) in vector form as
(10)
(7)
where

is the vector of concatenated impulse responses
, and
.

depends on
We note that the number of columns in
and, hence, may vary between
the lengths of the vectors
the channels. By using (10) in conjunction with (9), we find
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That is, the zeros of
whereas the zeros of

Fig. 2. Channel

are the poles of the channel,
are the zeros of the channel.

IV. IDENTIFIABILITY CONDITIONS

m with linearizing equalizer.

A. Existence of Finite-Order Polynomial Equalizers

identification equations that define the vectors
. Denote
, and expand the left-hand side of (9) by
to obtain
substituting (10) for

(11)
where

We can now rewrite (9) as
(12)
..
. Equation (12) implies
.
Let
is in the null space of
that the vector
.
is rank 1, then we can
If the null space of each
up to a constant multiplicative
determine all the vectors
factor. As we shall see, a necessary condition for a rank
have no
1 null space is that the polynomials
. Assuming for the moment that this
common zeros over
is indeed the case, we can write the polynomial
as
. In order to perform this
, we take
as the common
factorization of
through
.
factor of the polynomials
by finding the common factor of
Similarly, we find
through
.
B. Identification of Linear IIR Channels
The procedure developed here also applies to identification
of linear IIR channels. The special case of a Volterra filter with
and
is a linear FIR filter with impulse response vector . Since Fig. 2 implies that
, where
is also FIR, we conclude that

(13)

One of the first questions regarding the approach presented
in this paper is the following: What are the requirements on the
and the input
so that equalizers
channel operators
as specified in Assumption 2.1 exist?
An obvious requirement on the channels is the following assumption.
are invertible over
Assumption 4.1: The channels
.
the range of the input
This assumption, however, does not assure that the equalizers
can be implemented using finite-order, finite-memory polynomust be sufficiently
mial operators. The inverses of
smooth and have a bounded input range to be well approximated
by a finite-order Volterra filter. For all channels considered here,
may safely be assumed to be bounded.
the input
The input to many digital communication channels is generated from a finite alphabet. In the absence of noise, the range
of the output of a finite memory channel in response to a finite alphabet input is also a finite set. Hence, under Assumption 4.1, the equalizer can be implemented, exactly, using finite-order polynomials since it exists and is a mapping from one
finite set (the range of the output of the channels) to another finite set (a finite linear combination of the input range: possibly
the input itself). If the channels are not of finite memory but can
be approximated to any desired accuracy as such, then the previous argument still holds within the given accuracy. Notice that
in the case of finite alphabet input, no requirements, other than
Assumption 4.1, are placed on the channels for the existence of
a Volterra filter equalizer.
If the input is not generated from a finite alphabet, then conditions on the channels are required to assure proper smoothness
of the inverses. Since we seek th-order Volterra filter equalizers that are asymptotically better or equal in a least squares
sense to th-order inverses, it suffices to impose conditions that
assure that th order inverses exist. (Such conditions are discussed in [9].) The Volterra filter equalizers presented here are
better than th-order inverses since th-order inverses merely
assure that the equalized system has second- through th-order
kernels equal to zero; this does not mean, in general, that the
and higher are limited in any
remaining kernels of order
way. On the other hand, the equalizers we seek are least squares
optimal. Hence, conditions on the channels that guarantee good
behavior of th-order inverses may be overly restrictive for our
purposes.
Notice that since, in practice, we consider only a finite length
of input and output streams, we can always assume finite alphabet input. However,the whole discussion in this subsection
is merely to establish the existence of equalizers. If we were to
actually implement exact Volterra equalizers based on this argument, they would likely be of a very high polynomial order
and long memory. For this reason, we seek least squares optimal
equalizers of limited memory and polynomial order.
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B. Uniqueness
The results given here are an extension of those in [15].
for
Theorem 4.1: The multichannel system
can be uniquely linearized and identified by solving the equations

(14)
iff we have the following.
1) Assumption 2.1 holds.
are rank
(i.e.,
2) The matrices
have rank 1 null space).
the
of size greater or equal to 2
3) There is a subset of
that is coprime (or have no common roots) with respect
to or .
Proof: By construction,
is in the
. The rank condition assures uniqueness up
null space of
to a common multiplicative constant. Hence, the only problem
in the form of the
left is that of uniquely factoring
. A unique factorizaproduct
tion is guaranteed by the third condition. The common roots of
corresponding to and of the subset in condition
.
3) are exactly the roots of
Note that the ability to uniquely factorize
stems
from both the redundancy introduced by having multiple channels, which is represented by , and the redundancy introduced
by the DCS representation of the equalizer, which is represented
by and . The latter represents a new form of redundancy in
the context of blind equalization. Clearly, in the special case of
blind linear IIR channel identification, the redundancy is introduced solely by the multiple channel construction.
Theorem 4.1 gives the general conditions for unique channel
and equalizer identifiability. More explicit theorems, in the spirit
of [15], are needed to provide further insight into the requirements on the channels and the input signal. One such theorem
is stated next without proof. The proof is similar in spirit to that
for the equivalent theorem in [15].
Theorem 4.2: The channels cannot be uniquely identified
for
if, given , there is a common root shared by
.
This implies that a necessary condition for unique identifiaover
bility is that there be no common root for
. Moreover, Theorem 4.2 in conjunction with the third condition of Theorem 4.1 implies that no common roots may exist
over
.
for
Note that while the conditions for identifiability are stated in
and
, these actually represent conditions
terms of the
. This follows from the fact
on the nonlinear channels
and
define the inverse of the channel operators
that
.
V. OTHER EQUALIZER REPRESENTATIONS
A. Tensor Product (TP) Representation
Our choice of using the DCS representation of a Volterra
filter for the equalizer is by no means a necessary or optimal
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choice. Other linear combinations of nonlinear functions could
serve the same purpose. One example is the tensor product (TP)
implementation of the Volterra filter. Let
be the input to the Volterra filter augmented
by the constant 1. Define

Thus,
contains all the products of the elements of the input
up to order . Define the corresponding vector from the el.
ements of the Volterra kernels
. Using this notation,
We can now rewrite (2) as
we write a derivation similar to the one in Section III.

(15)
where
column of the matrix

. Let

be the th

. Hence

(16)
. We
where
to signify that in general, the
use the overbar notation
indexed by is not equal to the
number of columns of
number of diagonals we get when using the DCS representation. It is, in fact, greater than or equal to . Using the general identification equation (9), we find that the vector
..
is in the null space of
.
..
, and hence, the equalizer coefficients
.
and the linearized channel coefficients
can be found
under the proper uniqueness conditions.
Note that in the derivation above, we did not take advantage of
the redundancy introduced by the symmetry of the Volterra kernels for sake of simplicity. We may easily remove the repeated
entries in and the corresponding entries in . However, the
is potentially much larger than
in Secmatrix
tion III, even after accounting for the kernel redundancy. This
is due to the fact that the DCS representation uses the convolution operator rather than the inner product used in the TP implementation, and hence, the matrices used there are already in
Toeplitz form. Nonetheless, the above derivation may be useful
are known a
in the special case when the channel outputs
priori to lie in a low-rank linear space. This may occur, for example, if the receiving end of the channel is of known limited
bandwidth. In this case, we may reduce the complexity of the
equalization by using the tensor product basis approximation
[6]. The tensor product basis approximation reduces the dimenand
. Similarly, we may implement a
sion of both
low-rank approximation for the equalizer using the diagonal coordinate system approximation [13] when the input of the channels is known to lie in a low-rank subspace since the outputs of
the equalizers are in the same linear space as the input to the
channels.
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B. Orthogonal Representations
We may also represent the nonlinear channels using series
of orthogonal functions [1], [2], [4], [5], [14], [16] and derive
equalizers based on orthogonal inverses [12]. Throughout the
literature, these orthogonal functions are usually polynomials.
However, since we are using least squares methods, the equalizers we derive would not be changed by the choice of expansion, except possibly due to numerical stability effects. Furthermore, orthogonal expansions are usually derived based on the
statistical behavior of the input sequence. In this paper, we use
a deterministic approach, that is, we do not assume an a priori
statistical model for the input. Hence, use of orthogonal expansions would be more appropriate with statistical methods for
blind identification and equalization of nonlinear systems.
C. Nonpolynomial Representations
The algorithm derived here is applicable to nonpolynomial
equalizers represented as a linear combination of predetermined
nonlinear functions of the channel outputs. That is, the equalizer
operator is of the form
(17)

is a general, possibly nonpolynomial, nonlinear
where
. The DCS representation corresponds to the
function of
. The algorithm presented
special case where
for
in previous sections is employed by substituting
to obtain the linear combinations
and the linear filters
, formed by the cascade connection of the channels with the
equalizers. In Section VI, a very simple example is given using
such a nonpolynomial approach.
There are two reasons for using specialized nonpolynomial
equalizers. One is that polynomial equalizers may simply not
produce good results with a given finite polynomial order.
Another reason is reduction of the computation complexity
involved in determining the equalizer coefficients. While
nonpolynomial nonlinearities may have a higher numerical
matrices, this may be offset
overhead for calculating the
by reduction in the size of the matrices and the consequent
computational complexity reduction in the singular value
decomposition (SVD) used to find the null space. We note,
however, that FIR Volterra filters can approximate arbitrarily
well any bounded equalizer function with bounded input. Other
classes of nonlinear functions are not guaranteed, in general,
to have that quality.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Example 1: Nonlinear Channels with Exact Polynomial
Inverses
To illustrate the proposed algorithm, we solve a simple
example of nonlinear channel linearization and identification.
Throughout this example, we use zero and pole information to
describe linear filters since the linearization and identification
are accurate up to a common multiplicative factor.

Assume there are three channels of the form depicted in
Fig. 3. The zeros, poles, and nonlinearity for each channel are
specified in Table I. The input sequence represents equiprobable symbols from the alphabet
.
It is obvious by inspection that there exists a Volterra filter of
polynomial order 3 and memory 2 that serves as an exact linearizer. Specifically, the Volterra filter is constructed by the cascade connection of the memoryless nonlinearity
followed by a linear filter of memory 2, whose zeros are equal to
per
the poles in the channel. Hence, there are two vectors
correspond to the
equalizer (and, hence, per channel). Let
), and
corresponds
linear part of the equalizer (i.e.,
). Since the channel nonlinearity is
to the cubic term (
memoryless, we have only one diagonal per polynomial order,
in (6) for all . Indeed, when implementing the
that is,
for all
identification algorithm for this example with
, we find that the zeros of the filters
correspond to the
expected zeros and poles of the “unknown” channel, as summarized in Table II. An input of less than 20 symbols is more
than sufficient to identify the channels in this noiseless case. By
appropriately grouping the zeros in Table II, we determine the
of the linearizer and the linear FIR filters
DCS filters
of the linearized channels. For example, the only zeros common
,
, and
(or
)
to rows corresponding to
. These are the zeros of
. We find that
are
, and indeed
in this case,
(18)
is the first-order polynomial with zero at 0.4. We
where
corresponds to the unique common zero in
notice that
, as expected.
all the rows where
B. Example 2: Linear IIR Channels
In this example, we identify the poles and zeros of linear IIR
channels as depicted in Fig. 4. The channel poles and zeros are
the same as in Example 1, and the channel outputs are corrupted
by a white noise with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 50 dB. We
note that since the channels are linear, there is only one diagonal
for all three channels. Using 200
per channel, that is,
,
equiprobable symbols from the alphabet
. The results are given
we identify the zeros of the filters
in Table III.
The next step in the algorithm is to determine, for each row in
the table, which of the zeros correspond to the poles of channel
and which to the poles of channel . Unlike the previous
example, however, corresponding zeros are not equal due to the
presence of noise. For instance, when comparing the first row,
and
, with the third row,
which corresponds to
and
, we note that no zeros
which corresponds to
match exactly. Therefore, a threshold level is set for the distance
between zero locations. Any two zero locations that are closer
than the threshold are considered equal. In this case, a threshold
level of 0.005 is sufficient.
The threshold level also serves as an indicator of the accuracy
of the identification algorithm. If no threshold that suffices to
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ZEROS OF

Q

TABLE III

z

( ) FOR EXAMPLE 2

Fig. 3. Block diagram of unknown nonlinear channels.

TABLE I
CHANNEL PARAMETERS
IN EXAMPLE 1

C. Example 3: Nonlinear Channels without Exact Polynomial
Inverses in the Presence of Noise
ZEROS OF

Q

TABLE II

z

( ) FOR EXAMPLE 1

To illustrate the robustness of the algorithm, we add noise
and consider nonlinear channels that cannot be exactly equalized by a finite-order Volterra filter. The channel poles and
zeros are the same as in Example 1, and the memoryless
. By inspection, it is clear that
nonlinearity is
the inverse operator has infinite polynomial order. However,
we will approximately equalize the channels using third-order
Volterra filters, as in Example 1. The channel outputs are further corrupted by independent white Gaussian noises that are
independent of the input. The SNR is 50 dB. In this example,
the input symbols are complex and equiprobable from the
.
alphabet
, we first round the estimated
In order to factorize
roots to the second decimal place and then search for the
common roots.
The results of equalization using 200 input symbols are
shown in Fig. 5. We also show the results of equalization using
. In order to find
a standard th-order inverse , where
the third-order inverse, the nonlinear channels must be assumed
to be known, and thus, the third —order equalizer is not blind.
Note that the least squares blind third-order equalizer performs
almost identically to the nonblind third-order inverse. If we
project each equalized symbol to the closest symbol in the
alphabet, then the equalized symbols exactly match the input
symbols.
D. Example 4: Nonlinear Channels with Discontinuities
This example illustrates a nonlinearity that consists of discontinuity in the function and its derivative. The input consists
of 200 equiprobable real symbols chosen from the alphabet
. The channels are again similar
to those in Example 1, except that the nonlinearity is now of
the form

Fig. 4.

Block diagram of unknown linear IIR channels.

(19)

sign
separate the zeros from the poles can be found, then a longer
input sequence may be required due to the noise level.

where

.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5. Constellations of output for Example 3. (a) Before equalization. (b) After linear equalization. (c) After third-order equalization. (d) After
inverse with P
3. (Not blind).

=

Notice that although this nonlinearity is invertible, it is not
a good candidate for an equalization approach based on the
th-order inverse because of the discontinuities. However, satisfactory equalization results are obtained with a polynomial
least squares equalizer. The results of the equalization are depicted in Fig. 6. We show the eye diagrams of the unequalized
output and linear, third-order, and fifth-order equalized output.
After projecting the 200 output symbols onto the nearest symbol
in the alphabet, we find the following.
•
•
•
•

The unequalized output has 121 errors.
The linearly equalized output has 31 errors.
The cubic equalizer yields 19 errors.
The fifth-order equalizer produces no errors.

E. Example 5: Nonpolynomial Equalizers
Here, we demonstrate use of a nonpolynomial equalizer. The
input consists of 200 equiprobable real symbols chosen from the

P th-order

alphabet
. The channels are once
again similar to those in Example 1, except that the nonlinearity
. This nonlinearity is contrived;
is of the form
however, it serves the purpose of showing the utilization of a
nonpolynomial equalizer based on a priori knowledge of the
type of nonlinearities corrupting the data.
We compare the equalization results using polynomial
equalizers with a logarithmic equalizer. The logarithmic
as per (12)
approach is implemented by replacing
. That is, the equalizer has the form
with
. By using a logarithmic
equalizer for this simple example, the problem degenerates into
a linear channel with poles and zeros.
In Fig. 7, we depict the eye diagrams of the unequalized
channel; eye diagrams of equalized channels using linear,
quadratic, and cubic polynomial equalizers; and the eye diagram of equalized channels using a logarithmic equalizer. It
is apparent that the polynomial equalizers are ill suited for
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(a)

(b)

199

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. Eye diagram of output for Example 4: Sample number versus sample value. (a) Before equalization. (b) After linear equalization. (c) After third-order
equalization. (d) After fifth-order equalization.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 7. Eye diagram of output for Example 5. Sample number versus sample value. (a) Before equalization. (b) After linear equalization. (c) After second-order
equalization. (d) After third-order equalization. (e) After logarithmic equalization.

the task, whereas the logarithmic equalizer provides perfect
equalization.
The two primary reasons for using specialized nonpolynomial equalizers are illustrated in this example. The first and
most obvious reason is that the polynomial equalizers do not
produce reasonable results. The second reason is computation
complexity reduction. The logarithmic nonlinearity has a higher
computational overhead initially, that is, calculating a logarithm
of the channel outputs is more costly than their multiplication.
However, the size of the matrices is significantly lower, and
hence, the computational complexity of the SVD used to find the
null space is lower. In this example, the third-order polynomial
matrix with dimensions 200 × 24, whereas
equalizer had a
the logarithmic equalizer had a matrix with dimensions 200
× 8.
VII. SUMMARY
A new method for blind linearization and identification of
a very general class of nonlinear systems is presented. This
method is based on the least squares identification of FIR
Volterra filters that linearize the channels and consequent

identification of the impulse response of the cascade connection of the nonlinear channels and equalizers. As a special
case, we show how to blindly identify IIR channels. General
conditions for identifiability are given. Several generalizations
of the equalizer representations are discussed, including the
tensor product implementation, orthogonal, and nonpolynomial
equalizers. Several numerical simulations are presented to
illustrate the effectiveness of the algorithm presented in the
paper. Further work is needed to establish the effect of noise on
the accuracy of the algorithm. Possible extensions of this work
include adaptation of the algorithm to systems with inputs of
known statistics. In this case, orthogonal representations of the
unknown channels and the equalizer are likely to be of value.
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